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XV. ON AN ANCIENT CANOE FOUND IMBEDDED IN THE 

FEN-PEAT NEAR 'MAGDALEN BEND, ON THE RIVER 

OUSE, IN THE COUNTY OF NORFOLK. Communi-

cated by W.. MARSHALL,- Esq., OF ELY. 

[Nov. 25, 1878'.] 

REMAINS of ancient Canoes have been from time to time 
found in the Fens, but the records of. such findings are very 
imperfect, and often, die with the individuals who had to do 
with the work. Moreover the Canoes themselves are too un-
wieldy to be placed in Museums, and even if they were, the 
change from wet to 'dry which they undergo would cause 
them to split up into shapeless fragments, and come at length 
to be swept away as rubbish. 

My own experience of such findings is that they are 
brought up from the Feis, placed in the finder's garden, are 
seen by a few, of the curious 'in such things,' and in a few' 
years fall to pieces and disappear. This was' the fate of a 
very fine Canoe which was found. some thirty years ago, in 
North Pen, in 'Haddenham, and lay in the garden of the 

• Vicar, the Rev. Samuel Banks, M.A.', till it fell to pieces. It 
is an instance of a most interesting find, which is nowhere 
recorded (that I know of, except perhaps in a ileeting para-
graph of a Local Newspaper, and but for the accident of this 

- , 	 1 Now Rector of Cottenharn in this county..- 
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present Communication would be 'lost to posterity as an' in-
gredient in the history of the .Fens. 

I am indebted to Mr Banks for the following facts con-. 
nected with this Canoe. It was found about 1843, and was 
bottom upwards. The bottom was struck by a plough. It 
was covered with peat. It was about 26 feet long, and not less 
han .2:  feet 6 in; wide, and was made out of one single oak 

tee, .e*cept that thre were grooves in the stein for a board 
to drop into. The sides were perpendicular and: not curved 
in any part..... Mr Banks offered to send the Canoe to Cam-
bridge; but there was no room for it.. The remains were left 
in the Vicarage Garden at Hadd.enham,.when .Mr Banks quitted 
England for China in 1847. 

Now this is but a meagre account ' compared with what 
might have been known concerning this Canoe, if 'all the 
circumstances.-  connected with: it find.ihg had: been: carefully 
noted and recorded' at the time. And the same fate: would 
assuredly have, befallen the find,, of. which: this Paper: will 
contain an account, but for an. invitation from the Secretary 
that. I should write a short: Paper upon. i. for the ,  Cambridge' 
Antiquarian. Society... The. r'emins of my Canoe. have: been 
lying in my yard. . at Ely for 'the. last few weeks a.nd. are 
splitting up into small bits, and -are' likely ,  very soon to diS-
appear.  

It, may be worth' wbiI6 at this.. point 46 refer'briefiy.'to.the 
records of' earlier findings also. : In the, ' Relation touching -the 
Fens" published by Andrew* B.urrell; aiino 1'642, p.  2 '(quoted by 
Pugdale,in: his "History of. .Embanking' and'  p. ,  177),. 
it appears, "that. in 1635,. upon the deepening of Wisbech 
River;. the workmen at. 8 feIet. below the. then-bottom thereof, 
came to: another bottom which  was steny, and in' it at several 
distances found. several boats that. had lain there overwhelmed 
with the silt for ages But this case is not one of Canoes being 
found .imbedded. in the Peat. These boats' were in the Silt. 
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Walker and Craddock, in their. " History of Wisbech" 1849, 
p. 36, have this passage.: "But the most interesting and per-
haps most authentic relic of this early period was a Canoe 
found in Deeping Fen, in 1839. This was of . oak hollowed 
out of a single tree of the extraordinary length of 46 feet. 
Its . head was 3 feet across, and its stern 5 feet 8 inches, 
and 4 feet deep. A keel ran along the bottom, and its 
sides were hollowed out towards the stern. Eight ribs crossed 
the bottom serving at once to strengthen the Canoe and 
affording firm foothold to the rowers." . Messrs Walker and 
Craddock add in a note: For this account we are indebted 
to Algernon Peckover, Esq., who has also furnished a Drawing, 
which we regret we did not receive early enough to have 

..engraved ' ."  Messrs Walker and Craddock go on to say, "We 
are also indebted to the same gentleman for the following 
additional particulars. The Canoe is of oak and was found 
last spring (1839), about 3 feet below the surface S  of the 
land, filled with clay, and appears to have rested on cross- 

• timbers which had broken down with the weight. There was 
not any iron or tools of any kind, the only things found were 
about fifty small stones abut 1 in. diameter. It was sound at 
the bottom, but the sides were partly decayed. The bottom 
is about seven inches thick at the wide end, and five inches 
thick at the other. There .are ribs left for, strength, and the 
log must have contained at least 650 cubic feet." This is the 
largest British Canoe of which we have seen any acount. 
There is a similar one in every particular of shape and workman-
ship in the British Museum; but its length is only 34 feet 
4 inches. It 'was found in a. Creek at North Stoke, on the 
River Arun, in Sussex. It has . been engraved in the 26th 

1 As' this Paper was going through the Press, I wrote to Mr Peckover 
to inquire whether this Drawing was still in existence, and he has kindly 
sent me a tracing which is heregiven.— Vide SKETCH. on page 198. 

- 	I 
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Volume of the "Archologia," and in the "Pictorial History 
of England," Vol. I. page 102. 

Mr Skertchley., in his recent "Geological Memoir of the 
Fenland," 1877, P. 246, says: "Several Canoes have been dug up 
in different parts of the Fens, they are chiefly hollowed trees, 
or what.the Americans call 'dug-outs,' and decay very rapidly 
when exposed to the air. They have been found in the Fens 
of Lincolnshire only, so far 'as I know, and the localities are 
Kyme, Billinghay, Langtoft and Pinchbeck Bars. Of those 
found at the two former places the fact only is recorded. The 
Langtoft Canoe was found about the year 1850, being hewn 
out of a single oak trunk, the marks of the axe being clear 
both on the inside and the outside. The ends were rounded, 
the length was 48 feet, and the breadth inside where, greatest 
4. feet. The tree was estimated to have contained .650 feet 
of timber. Nothing was found inside save a few pebbles. 
This interesting relic, was burnt because 'it cumbered the 
ground The Canoe at Pinchbeck Bars was a more pre-
tentious vessel being made of rough planks fastened together 
with wooden pegs. It lay about 10 feet from the surface. Its 
measurement I could not obtain." 

I will now proceed to record the history of my Canoe, but 
before doing so, I must premise that in the Fens there is a 
deep bed of peat or moor varying from 4 to 10 or more feet 
thick generally reposing upon a bed of clay (commonly called 
"Buttery Clay" from its soft and greasy appearance) and 
beneath that there is frequently found another layer of vegeta-
ble soil much thinner than the upper layer, and Gf a different 
composition, and often exhibiting 'only a dark,trace of vegetable 

' Although the date of finding and the dimensions of this Canoe differ 
somewhat from that of Deeping, I canflot' but think the same Canoe is in-
tended. Langtoft is close to Peeping, and the similar contents of 650 feet 
with the reference to the pebbles are suspicious. 
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• matter. Beneath this  lies the original surface either of Boulder 
Clay or gravel, or the regular stratum of Kimmeridge or Oxfo'rd 
Clay;  according' to the position' in the Fens, east or west. 'This 
'uppermost bed of peat occupies the surface .i the southern 
'portion, of the Bedford Level, but, as it approaches the sea 
it is covered with 'a layer of'warp or silt which increases gradu-
ally in thickness as it lies nearer to the Estuary of the Wash'. 
The effect of this arrangemeiat of the superficial strata of the 
Fens is that our rivers in their lower'coursescut through both 
'the warp or silt, the peat and the "Buttery clay," and ex-
cavate their . beds deep into the lower strata on their ,  way 
to the sea, and at low water these several 'beds are--.seen in 

S ' clear section all the way down the, river Ouse fro.m Denver. 
Sluice to Lynn. The peat or moor bed with which this paper 
has most to do is about 4 feet in thickness, very. much 'com-
pressed, dense containing often stools of oak and yew, black, 
ahd as it lies 'between the grey warp or silt above, and the 
'pale blue soft clay beneath, it presents by contrast of colour 
a conspicuous, nearly horizontal black band, cropping out in 
bothbanks of the river at low water. Owing to its tough and 
fibrous texture it resists the action of the water better than the 
warp above or the clay beneath, and for that, reason it often 
'projects into the river, till being undermined by the scouring 
away of the clay 'beneath, it break off into great lumps which 
often give a broken and irregular look to the sides of our tidal 
river.- '  S  

It was in this peat bed at a point in the river Ouse about 
halfway between Denver Sluice and Lynn, in fact' just above 
the Great Horse-shoe Bend, commonly called" Maudlin Bend," 
that the Canoe I am about to describe was found. • 

For several years past, I have 'had occasion once and some- 

This feature of the Fen Country is well shown 'in' a Map contained in 
the lately published work "Fen Land past and present" by Messrs Miller 
and Skertchley, p. 497. (Leach and Son, 'Wisbech,' 1878.) , 
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times twice a year to accompany the Commissioners who now 
have charge of the River Ouse from Denver Sluice to the Eau-
Brink Out, on views of their dredging operations in that rirer, 
and have on those occasions when hastily passing the spot 
where the Canoe was found, noticed a "snag" projecting from 
the steep shore about 5' feet into the water-way,; and on 
asking the boatman what it was was told it was either a bit 
of an old Fen oak, or a bit of an old "But" (the 'local pro-
nunciation of boat). They said it had been there several years, 
and inasmuch as lighters and other craft often knocked against 
it, it ought to, be removed. I thought therefore I would take 
an opportunity some day to examine it at leisure and see what 
it really was, so, choosing a day on which the tide served, on 
the' 10th of August last, I went down from Ely to• Stow 
Bridge, and having chartered a boat and engaged the services 
of two men with spades, I proceeded to the place where the 
"snag" was. The water was running down sharp, it being 
near the time of low water. The stratum of peat, or "moor 
bed," was fully exposed, and so was the warp above, and the 
soft "Buttery Clay" beneath. The black horizontal bed of'-  
peat which presented a sheer perpendicular face to the river 
was found to be exactly 4 feet in' thickness, very dense, very 
black on being cut into, 'and contained in its lower portion 
roots and stools of trees in .situ. Projecting from just above 
the middle of the moor bed was the "snag" I had so frequently - 
noticed before in passing. It projected exactly 5 feet from the 
steep face of the moor bed into the water -way, and was 

• dotted over with green foliaceous specks and bits of some alga, 
and from its battered appearance might 'well be taken for a 
piece of the shell of a decayed tree, or rather a shapeless portion 
of a boat of some kind. Having recorded* 'the level of the 
water and the position, with reference to the Fen zero point on 
Free Bridge, Lynn, of the upper and lower edges of the moor 
bed (which I found to be 6 fe0,6 and 2 feet 6 above datum, 
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respectively), I notàed the position of the fragment was as 
nearly as may be in the middle, if anything it was a little 
above the middle, of the moor bed. The accompanying diagram. 
No. 1, represents a rough section of the bank and river. 

Fig-1. 

RIVER 
BANK 

LANDS::,: 

WARP 

VON 
IS  SURFAC& OF 

WATER INRIVER 
ZERO OF FREE BRID C E LYNN 

• SOFT OR BUTTERY CLAY 	 TITT Ohl Or MWER 

The upper surface of the moor .bed had been swept clear of 
the overlying warp by the action of the water, as appears in the 
section. 

I then proceeded to excavate the peat from above the 
"snag" and had soon laid bare another 5 feet of what I may 
now safely call a Canoe, because the figure or outline of the 

•  newly uncovered portion clearly shewed that it could be nothing 
else than a boat of some kind, inasmuch as its sides stood up 
boldly from the floor, and its interior shewed that it had been 
carefully shaped into a gentle curve from side to side. I could 

• 

	

	not, at this stage of my examination, ascertain whether the 
bottom of the boat was rounded or flat, but afterwards I found 

• 

	

	 the bottom to be absolutely fiat. The width of the Canoe from 
outside to outside was about 2 feet 4 in. It was a very shallow 
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Canoe with the sides curved On the inside, but straight on the 
outside, and was probably not more than 6 inches deep. it had 
been cut out of a single oak tree; Diagram. No. 2 represents a 
section Of' the Canoe across its middle at the widest part. 

- 	 . 

 

Fig, 2. 
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It lay upon its bottom and, when the blocks of hard peat were 
cut out by the spade and disclosed the inside face of the Canoe j . 
it was covered with a thin ompressed layer ,  composed of the 
roots of water plants (somewhat resembling a bast mat of coarse 
texture), which could be pulled off in large flakes. No -imple-
ments or remains of any kind were found in or outside the 
boat. Haying thus satisfied myself as to what it really was, 
and finding it still penetrating the bank of the river 5  the tide 
moreover no longer serving, I left it with directions to the 
men to take an early  opportunity of removing it.bodily if they 
could. 

Thus far and no farther can I speak from personal know 
ledge except this. Seeing the Canoe was neither on the peat 
nor at the bottom of the peat bed, but actually imbedded it' it 
with nearly an. equal thickness of peat above nd below, I was 
'natuially desirous of coming to some conciuioi1 as to how it 
might have become imbedded, and as to the period of time at 
which it found its way there with reference to the 'agO of the 
peat bed itself. I thought that if it had been sunk at any time 
-when the fen was drowned and the peat bed had been 'already 
fully formed, it might have. settled down into the soft, and 
yielding peat, and 'so found its way by mere gravitation into 

Camb. Ant. Soc. 1878-79.  

ii 
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• • 	the middle of the peat bed, but then I thought, if it had done 
so, one would expect to find in a cross section of the peat taken 
above the position of £he boat, a difference in the character and 
nature of the deposit over and under the boat. For instance, 
one might have expected to fiuid the inside of the boat and 
upper part just above the boat, covered with warp or some 
other material where shewn in the dotted lines in the following 
diagram. 

PRESENT L/4t4D SURFACE 

WARP 

SOFT OR BUTTERY CLAY..  

tEFEiLL__i T 	 4ij 

But it was not so. There was the moor hid, with its 
upper and under surfaces parallel to each other, and no differ-
ence whatever to be detected in its colour, texture, composition 
or density. It was, in truth-  hqmogeueous. This is 
a fact which I consider of such importance asbearing on the 
date of the boat as well as the date of the peat, that (it being 
in my opinion a - crucial point) I took great pins iw correctly 
observing it and may be considered perhaps to have occupied 
too much, time in' recording • it. I offer no opinion on the 
subject myse1f, except that I believe th peat formation of the 
Fens to be much than is generally supposed, I iean 
by this that,  it began, to te formed.. long before the Roman 
period, and I think the way in which this boat was .imbedded, 
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in the very middle of the peat trätuth, and tha ôrérlaid *ih 
many fee-  t of *arp on hich sfaid rhiny anëin 1t fowhs 
irillages;  Oë home way to prove 

For 'knny years, relying imlicftly On a . p ssage 'iii Dù k&16 )  
IvherO h dëscI4bes the geat iiOl Cauea, which1i 
through the Fens from DeñveI to' March, 'and thnde 
Whittlesey, and which he described as being covered ith 
4 feet of peat, I ãlay beliered that the 'peat' of the 'Fens 
Might be post-Roman; but On a caiefui pekson al éxathiuiatiOn 
of that remarkable work, I have come to the conclusion that 
it could nt have been so covOred down with pëat, as. Dugdaie' 
affirms. I found, 'however, thot unmistakeable prödf that £hat 
Causeway had been Carried over the peat, and that it EM bO'ei 
constrhbted upon boughs and brañchOs Of trOs, nd that thër 
is a nS'- thickness o' il peat under it at the present 
day.  

If I aiA right' in m,  y coñj&Otu?e doës'.it nOt affi3id 	rk- 
able illustration of the importance of verifying th biaiOii 
of our predecessors wherever we can, and taking nothing for 
-granted (even on such authority as that of Dugdale), which we 
can verify if we please for ourselves? I confess I am consti-
tutionally sceptical of old stories told of the Fens, because I 
have in my own personal experience found so. many of them 
to be untrue; but the great authority of Dugdaie, who was 
actually employed in the great work of Fen Drainage at the 
time of the Commonwealth, and whose reputation as a faithful 
antiquarian is so great, took me off my guard entirely, and led 
me for' many years. to place implicit faith in a statement which 
I do not ,  now accept, although I am acquainted with' one 
gentleman (who knows the locality well, and whose judgment 
is of the soundest), who thinks that Dugdale's statement may 
be reconciled with the present aspect of the Causeway. 

But to continue my narrative, a few days after my visit 
the same men went down to the Canoe 'again, intending if 

- 	 . 	15-2 
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possible to remove it bodily from the position it had so long 
occupied, and they uncovered a further length of it of 5 feet, 
making 15 feet in all, but it, still penetrated the bank of the 
river further. They therefore cut it off at 15 feet, not daring 
to pursue it further lest they 'should be called to account by the 
public authorities, Jt - is clear however that it went but little 
further. 

The Canoe, or rathbr so much of it as was removed, was 
soon after sent up to me at Ely by boat, and now lies in my 
stable-yard; but it is splitting and breaking up, and will soon 
disappear altogether. This however is of little consequence 

•  • provided a minute and accurate account of it is preserved for 
the benefit of those who come after us, and. it has given me 

•  great pleasure to be the means of putting on record one genuine 
fact intimately connected with the past history of the Fens, 

• which some future puzzled historian of -this interesting portion 
of England, floundering amongst idle. stories, and imperfect and 
often untrue records; some 

"Forlorn and shipwrecked Brother, 	• 
• 	• 	seeing, shall take heart again." 
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